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The TLDR
An TLDR walkthrough of the AstroSpaces platforms and ecosystem!
AstroSpaces.io is a social network. You know many like it. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn etc. etc. AstroSpaces has one focus; Crypto! Everything is built around “SPACES” which essentially is a dedicated room for a crypto project (token/NFT collection).
All spaces combines posts throughout the network to allow visitors a combined overview of community engagements. Like hashtags on Twitter; But with a whole lot more information!
Astrospaces platform pulls information from explorers, @coinmarketcap, @Coingecko and many more places. We integrate with @opensea API for real-time NFT data and to allow users usage of their NFTs directly within posts and as PFP.
The platform ecosystem is built using the $SPACES token as currency throughout. When anyone uses the token to make a purchase (banner ads, account upgrades, space upgrades or boosters) these tokens are transferred to the dead wallet.
Since $SPACES has a tax on transfers this “payment” triggers the 9% tokenomics leaving 91% burned and thereby further supports the ecosystem.
Outside everything on-site platform related features such as #AI #KYC, account boosters, upgrades, holder features AstroSpaces owns a series of secondary platforms which currently consists of 3 launchpads for #ETH, #BSC and #POM.
All revenue generated through secondary platforms such as 5% presale fees, 5% NFT minting dApp fees, token deployment fees etc. are sent to a dedicated wallet used for buybacks into the chains $SPACES token.
Bought tokens from the revenue generated by secondary platforms are partially burned, used for staking pools, for marketing and more to help grow the platform activity and community.
All secondary platforms (Ethploy, Binploy and Pomploy) are directly connected to the social network platform, which encourage presales, NFT collections etc. to keep activity flowing on their dedicated SPACES as this activity is shown on their launchpad pages.
Throughout secondary platforms you’ll also see that the $SPACES tokens are integrated (on launchpads) as governance tokens. This allow holders to report/approve of deployments based on their weighted balance.
All platforms are being worked on and we’ll continue to grow our portfolio of secondary platforms to further increase the utility added to the entire ecosystem. We’re not stopping. We’re just getting started!
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